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A Report on Inter College Department Technical fest –
“Technotsav ’18” held during September 20th,2018
As per the culture of International Institute of Information Technology ,every academic
year Department of Information
Technology organizes inter college technical fest for
aspirants assembling from various engineering colleges with a very high competitive spirit
to participant and with the strong determination to include their achievements &
accomplishments to their resumes.
For the Academic Year-2018 we organized 'Technotsav’18' with the same enthusiasm and
determination among the new set of student coordinators, student volunteers and faculty
coordinator on September 20th,2018.
These event is organized every year with the objective to provide platform for the students
to showcase their talent with a competitive spirit. Focusing on the types of events to include
in the fest was decided by fest coordinators keeping the interest and need of the
engineering student into consideration, with little emphasis on the fun full events behind
the scene.
The event was successful enough to attract as many as 150 registrations for one day fest
which includes all the events. The fest executed with a total of two events planned and
organized at its best of quality. Technotsav ‘18 was a one day fest having two separate
technical events namely WebMela and Sherlock the Coder.
OPENING CEREMONY
The event started at 9:00 am with the lighting of the lamp and a short address to the
participants from the Head of the Department, Prof. Manisha Amritkar. Our guest of
honour Praveen Gubbala, Corporate Trainer and Freelance Developer, along with Principal
ma’am Dr. Vaishali Patil was present. The members of the I2IT teaching, non-teaching staff
as well as students were also present for the inauguration ceremony.
WEBMELA
Webmela was the first event in line to be executed where in a total of 12 teams participated
from colleges all over pune. The teams were given a total of five hours to design a website
using a framework of their choice based on the theme given by the host college. The

website would then be analysed and judged by a panel of judges which included- to select
a winner.
The participants were also given complimentary lunch and breakfast to further motivate
them. Along with a participation certificate for all participants were also given free
discount coupons of various food joints and stores as a token of encouragement.
SHERLOCK THE CODER
With more than 70 registrations from various colleges , Sherlock The Coder was conducted
in the college premises. The event started at 1:00 pm. The participants were given a total of
30 minutes to attempt coding puzzles which were given in a jumbled manner and they had
to rearrange them in the correct order. Enthusiasm and excitement was seen in the
participants as they later mentioned in the feedback that they would love to attend these
events again.
Specially for Sherlock The Coder event our students from I2IT developed a software, which
was then appreciated by all faculties and students from outside as well as I2IT.
As a token of appreciation and encouragement the participants were given participating
certificates complimentary gifts.

Prize Distribution
The winners were announced in the prize distribution ceremony after the two events were
successfully completed.The judges on the panel for Webmela were Mr. Vijay Amritkar, Ms.
Rohini Malpe, Mr. Pravin. The winners for Sherlock The Coder were decided on the basis
of the scores obtained online. Prizes were inclusive of worth Rs.10,000 won by the
winners.They were also given trophies as well as certificates as a token of appreciation.
The department feels proud to organize such a successful event under the guidance and
mentoring of Prof. Sneha Mehta and Prof. Manjusha Amritkar and would like to convey
thanks to principal and management for their timely advice and cooperation for organizing
successful event .
Not to forget final year and pre-final year students of IT Department also deserve thanks
for contributing their complete efforts and participants for making Technotsav’18 a great
success.

